L’auberge
A VIRGINIA LANGLEY COLLECTION

This collection may also be available in CYP construction. Please contact your local Durkan representative.

144" (l) X 108" (w) Corridor
Shown in 7’ application

12” (l) X 12” (w) Border/Corner

48” (l) X 24” (w) Border/Corner

18” (l) X 18” (w) Border/Corner

24” (l) X 18” (w) Border/Corner

18” (l) X 12” (w) Border/Corner

18” (l) X 9” (w) Border/Corner

*No multiple breadth installations.

Copyright (C) 2009. All rights reserved.
Imagine if you will, at the edge of Paris, in a very fashionable district, is one of France's most popular little boutique hotels owned by a very stylish Parisian Madame. Tall and slim and always elegantly dressed, she has a great passion for her darling hotel, for it tells the story of her life: her many travels and amazing adventures far and wide. Each room is filled with the treasures she has collected and brought back and each holds a special theme. She places and decorates everything with a touch of Zen to enhance a true sense of harmony.

Each evening she is found in her fashionable lounge, champagne glass in hand and surrounded by the awe-struck guests as she quietly tells of the intriguing tales and adventures she has thus far lived. And so became L'auberge (meaning "The Inn" in French), a place to escape and enjoy a love story of life.
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